Meeting starts 5:27pm, present: Artis, James, Janet, Andy, Katie, Rob, LaRuth
Visitors: Alvar and Jason
Missing: Jen

Artis needs some proxies for various GSC meetings.

Groups wanting re-recognition:
former Arts and Technology group
Andy moves to ask SAFO to allow the old Arts and Technology group to reimburse things that happened before they got derecognized. And to ask them if they still want to be alive. Artis seconds. Motion passes, 5-0-2.
ARTIS will talk to Laurie.
ROB will ask them if they want to be rerecognized for real.

former Hansori
Andy moves to rerecognize Hansori. Rob seconds. (0-5-2).
ROB will send mail.

Alvar talks about meeting with SSIT. Jason has binder of knowledge about the SSIT provided ASA DB.

Christians on Campus constitution does not pass. ANDY will e-mail them.

TEP's constitution checks out and will be recognized.

There's confusion about whether TEP or PKT is committing poster violations.

Questions regarding ASA Funding Board tabled until September.

Hannah Choe is going to be the rep from the UA.
Still no GSC rep.

FYSM and early return deadline now May 22nd.

Meeting adjourned at 6:18pm.